GEAR V 90

Lubricant for mechanical transmissions
Vegetable oil - Castor based

TYPE OF USE

Castor oil based lubricant for worm gears, screw and wheel rear differentials, or crown, made of bronze fitted on some old
PEUGEOT cars (203, 403 and 404), some WILLEME trucks and some light farm machines STAUB.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Suitable also for all equipment requiring castor oil based lubricant.
CAUTION:
Do not use this oil as engine oil.
Do not mix with any mineral or synthetic oil.

API GL-2

Motul

STANDARDS
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PERFORMANCES

Meets the original equipment manufacturer requirements.
High creaminess.
Harmless on copper alloys.
High viscosity index.
High anti-wear protection.
Anti-oxidation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Protects and increase the differential bronze crown life time. Avoid corrosion.
MOTUL GEAR V 90 can be mixed with any other castor oil based lubricant used for the same application.

PROPERTIES
Viscosity grade

SAE J 306

90
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ASTM D445

17.5 mm²/s
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Viscosity at 100°C (212°F)
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